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Ultrasound Examination

Figure 2 and 3  A longitudinal and transverse image of the right lobe of liver shows a well defined mass like 
lesion of mixed echogenicity. It is disrupting the normal echotexture of the right lobe of liver.  The lesion 

measured 14.3 x 13cm  and was associated with mild inferior vena cava compression.

Figure 6 and 7  A longitudinal image on the left kidney/spleen demonstrates anechoic structures at the lower 
pole of the spleen. They appear vascular when using colour Doppler. The appearance is suggestive of splenic 
varices indicating porto- systemic collaterals. This demonstrates an advanced stage of portal hypertension. 

Using a curvilinear 5-1 MHz transducer in conjunction with a linear 13-5 MHz, an abdominal scan
was performed. Ultrasonography of the liver revealed a course heterogeneous echotexture
associated with a nodular liver capsule and periportal fibrosis. Doppler studies illustrated portal
hypertension in conjunction with recanalization of the para umbilical vein. A suspicious hyperechoic
and heterogeneous lesion measuring 14.3x13 cm was detected within the right lobe of liver. The
pancreas was echogenic and the patient had splenomegaly. In addition, splenic varices were
evident adjacent to the left kidney and were suggestive of advanced portal hypertension. The
formation of varices compensates for the elevated pressures in the portal venous system. As a
result of the sonographic findings, an MRI liver and CT Thorax were subsequently performed.

MRI liver and CT Thorax were subsequently
performed which revealed a 4x4cm lung
lesion. A CT guided lung biopsy was carried
out by the consultant radiologist. Based on
histology results, the patient was diagnosed
with metastatic hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) and her condition was deemed
palliative.

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is defined as an autosomal
recessive disorder caused by a defect in the
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR) protein. It is a progressive
disease process resulting in irreversible
respiratory damage (Gillespie et al, 2017).
However, CF is a multisystem disease which
can affect the hepatobiliary system too. This is
called cystic fibrosis associated liver disease
(CFLD) (Dubiel et al, 2014). It causes
progressive fibrosis and eventually cirrhosis of
the liver. Patients with liver cirrhosis are at risk
of developing hepatocellular carcinoma. The
definition of CFLD is debated amongst
published literature. The majority of authors
agree CFLD can be diagnosed if
transaminases are elevated on 3 occasions in
the prior year, clinical splenomegaly or
hepatomegaly is apparent in conjunction with
sonographic evidence of hepatobiliary
abnormalities (Gillespie et al, 2017). Elevated
liver enzymes are common in patients with CF
but do not seem to correlate directly with
hepatobiliary manifestations of the disease
(Woodruff et al, 2017). CFLD is considered the
3rd cause of mortality in cystic fibrosis patients
behind cardiorespiratory and liver transplant
complications (Lavelle et al, 2015). The
pathogenesis of CFLD is not fully understood
at present. It is presumed the CFTR protein on
the surface of cholangiocytes is impaired
resulting in inspissated bile. This ultimately
leads to biliary obstruction resulting in fibrosis
and cirrhosis of the liver, see Figure 1.

Figure 1 A schematic diagram of the proposed 
theory of CFLD

Hepatobiliary manifestations of cystic fibrosis
include (Lavelle et al, 2015):
•Hepatic Steatosis - the most common
hepatic appearance of CFLD
•Focal biliary cirrhosis
•Micro and non functioning gallbladder
•Hepatomegaly
•Neonatal cholestasis
•Multilobular cirrhosis which may potentially
lead to hepatocellular carcinoma
•Cholelithiasis
•Biliary strictures
•Portal hypertension

In addition, sonographic findings during a
routine CF abdominal scan can include
(Gillespie et al, 2017):
•Echogenic pancreas due to fatty infiltration-
most commonly affected abdominal organ
Splenomegaly and splenic varices
•Ascites
•Nephrolithiasis is the most common renal
manifestation but is an frequent finding

Nowadays, CFLD is becoming more apparent
in institutions due to better management
options for CF patients and increased life
expectancy (Leewen et al, 2014). The clinical
symptoms can be very misleading and the
disease itself doesn’t usually present until
advanced (Dubiel et al, 2014). Whilst
ultrasound is the first line imaging for CFLD, it
is not without its own limitations. Ultrasound
has difficulty detecting fibrosis until an
advanced stage but subtle differences in
echogenicity and echotexture can be
detected on serial ultrasound scans.
There is no single diagnostic test for CFLD.
At present, the diagnosis consists primarily of
clinical symptoms, liver function blood tests
and ultrasonography (Dubiel et al, 2014). Due
to the challenging nature of CFLD, the
expected image appearances of the disease
process are vital for sonographers and
ultrasound operators to be aware of to ensure
early detection. Patients with multilobular liver
cirrhosis, like the aforementioned patient, are
at risk of developing dysplastic nodules which
have the capability to transform into
hepatocellular carcinoma (Lavelle et al,
2015). There is consensus amongst
published literature that CF patients should
have routine ultrasound screening. European
guidelines on best practice recommend
annual ultrasound assessment to aid pre
symptomatic signs in addition to monitoring
disease progression (Smyth et al, 2014).
Routine surveillance is vital especially when
there is sonographic evidence of
hepatobiliary manifestations on previous
scans.

Figure 8 Shows a CT coronal lung window image 
of the metastatic HCC lung lesion that was 

subsequently biopsied

Patient Background
A 16-year-old female patient with trisomy 21 and cystic fibrosis attended the ultrasound department
for a routine outpatient abdominal scan. The patient had no surveillance scan performed since
2012, even though there were hepatobiliary manifestations of CFLD previously documented. The
patient’s previous report outlined an echogenic pancreas, liver fibrosis along with increasing
splenomegaly.

Figure 4 and 5  A number of longitudinal images with and without colour Doppler show recanalization of the 
para-umbilical vein at the round ligament to the level of the umbilicus. The round ligament reopens due to 

extreme pressure on the vasculature system as a result of a cirrhotic liver.
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